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FISIP Enliven UPN "Veteran" Jakarta with

Blackbox Peak Event 2017

On Thursday, November 30 2017, the Blackbox 2017 event was held. This event is an annual work program of the
BEM FISIP UPNVJ with the aim of accommodating the interest in the talents of FISIP UPNVJ students, besides that
Blackbox is also the highlight of each BEM FISIP period which also welcomes FISIP's birthday which falls on
December 9th.

The event which was carried out by BEM FISIP also collaborated with active students with the theme " Art Piece "
which aims to turn a piece of art and student creativity into something big and have a positive impact on others.

Previously, there were several series of activities that were arranged to get to the top event which included FISIP CUP
internal competition for FISIP UPNVJ students, FISIP Care Activities and also social actions, talkshows, FISIP Expo,
followed by the Blackbox peak event which was held in the yard of the UPN Rectorate Building "Veteran â€ Jakarta on
Thursday, (30/11).

At 08.30 WIB the event began with remarks by the Deputy Dean II of FISIP, Mrs. Hermina Manihuruk, MM . Followed
by cutting the tumpeng and releasing the bird as a symbol by the dean. The highlight of Blackbox is presenting a
variety of interesting entertainment. One of them is presenting a DJ who carries music from the 80s, namely
Diskopantera. Apart from that, they also invited the Fourtwnty group or band from Jakarta, however, unfortunately,
according to news from the committee, the band was unable to attend because it was stuck at the Lombok city airport
due to the spread of volcanic ash from Mount Agung disrupting flights. Apart from that, this event was also enlivened
with a variety of interesting food and beverage snacks at affordable prices. (Anisa's report)
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